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Abstract

Moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) of reactivity is not monitored during fuel cycles in VVER
reactors, because it is not very easy or impossible to measure it without disturbing the normal
operation. Two new methods were tested in our VVER type nuclear power plant to try methodologies,
which enable to measure that important to safety parameter during the fuel cycle. One is based on
small perturbances, and only small changes are requested in operation, the other is based on noise
methods, which means it is without interference with reactor operation. Both method is new in that
aspects that they uses the plant computer data (VERONA) based signals calculated by CPORCA
diffusion code.

Introduction

Measurement of the Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) during normal operation of a
nuclear power plant has not been solved totally yet. Let us refer to a relatively old publication
[1]. From that one can learn that even the definition of the average coolant temperature needs
some explanation. The referred paper also mentions drawbacks of different MTC measuring
methods widely used in practice. A more detailed analyses of the method applied in Sweden
can be found in [2]. That practice is very near, to those, which are in use for VVER reactors.
In Paks NPP a modified method is used, which fits the best reactivity coefficient values to the
measured set of data during the start-up period [3].

Today direct measurement of MTC is carried out only during the restarting period, when the
core is heated up using the main coolant pump. In fact the isothermal MTC is measured, when
the core has a well balanced temperature, thus there is no problem to estimate an average
temperature.

It has been recognised, that it is important to measure MTC during the whole fuel cycle. It is
true, that MTC is getting more and more negative during the fuel cycle. If the starting value
was small negative, it is getting more and more negative during the fuel cycle, which means
the feedback is getting more and more negative for reactivity. However, if we would have a
relatively fast shut-down of the reactor at the end of the campaign, this large negative
feedback may become dangerous, since cooling down the reactor means an increase of
reactivity. Therefore the absolute value for MTC is also limited for VVER reactors. Today the
MTC is only calculated and not measured for VVER reactor during the fuel cycle. In spite the
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fact, that it has been established several times by different methods, that these core
calculations follow correctly the measured parameters in the VVER reactor, it would be much
better, if such an important parameter as MTC could be measured directly during the normal
operation.

In this contribution we present two relatively new methods, which might be used in the future
to measure MTC. In the first section we give details of signal collection and data cleaning
procedures used to prepare a data set suitable for further data analysis. In the second section a
small perturbation method has been tested to get MTC from a direct measurement carried out
in Paks NPP. The third section uses the same data set, but estimating MTC using the so called
noise method.

1. Data acquisition for MTC measurement

The MTC evaluation is based on a large amount of data collected on Unit 3 of Paks NPP. The
techniques used at the recording and the recorded data are described in this section.

The recorded data comprised two components. The first component contains measurements
by the VERONA system [4], the second calculated results by the C-PORCA code[5]. The C-
PORCA calculation is based on the input from the VERONA records. Because of the
extended verification and validation procedure of the C-PORCA code, the uncertainty of its
results is known. We wish to point out here, that both VERONA data and C-PORCA data are
partially measured and calculated.

Basically both methods, mentioned above, for MTC determination need the measured core
average moderator and fuel temperature. In principle, there are several ways to measure these
parameters. Nevertheless, practically the accuracy of MTC mainly depends on how these
averages have been received. That is the way; we tried to determine the most detailed spatial
distributions of the moderator and fuel temperature during the in-core data acquisition and
processing.

To fulfill the requirements of the method based on noise analysis of the measured data the
frequency of the acquisition cycle of measurements was two seconds as it is the shortest
available data acquisition period in the VERONA system. As, it was pointed out earlier, not
only measured, but also calculated data were used to elaborate MTC. Evidently, the in-core
measurement system does not have measuring equipment in every node inside the core so it is
necessary to calculate the missing parameters. On the other hand, it is impossible to fulfill a
whole core calculation during two seconds so the acquired measured data were archived in the
first step. Later, the recorded data were processed again during an off-line calculation when
the fuel and moderator temperatures were determined in all assembly nodes. Based on
nodewise temperatures, both methods for MTC calculation can receive the average core
temperatures. Although a part of the considered data was calculated, the applied method for
their determination in the VERONA system ensures the adequateness for the aimed purposes.

The archived measured in-core signals can be divided into two groups:

1. Reactor thermal power, control rod positions, loop in, and out temperatures, core
moderator flow rate.
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2. 210 thermocouples at the assembly outlet positions, self powered neutron detector
(SPND) signals in 36 axial chains seven detectors in every chain.

As it was mentioned earlier, during an off-line procedure the gathered measured data were
processed by VERONA algorithms. At the beginning a calculation was carried out by C-
PORCA diffusion code [5] when the first group of above described measured data was
applied. As the result of this calculation one can get good approximations of real core states.
The considered real measured data could satisfy that the results of diffusion calculation
comprise either the static and noise characteristics of the core states. Therefore, the received
nodewise fuel and moderator temperatures already give a good basis to calculate the core
average temperatures. Nevertheless, there was taken further steps to make more precise
nodewise data. So in the next phase of processing, the VERONA reconstruction methods [4]
were used. The description of these algorithms is out of the extent of this paper so here only
the main features of them will be mentioned. The reconstruction procedures in the VERONA
system use mainly the second group of the measured data. The first reconstruction method can
predict the normalized axial flux distributions in all assemblies with the help of SPND signals.
During this process the axial flux distributions calculated by C-PORCA are corrected with
sinus and cosines function to get the most accurate fitted SPND current. The method based on
the least square minimization algorithm. During the second phase of reconstructions a
perturbation of the two dimensional diffusion model is carried out. Beforehand, the 3D model
in the C-PORCA code was compressed into two dimensions. With the application of received
2D diffusion model a radial flux perturbation is carried out. An iteration process is used to
look for the magnitude of perturbation. During the iteration the minimum of the square sum of
the deviation between measured and perturbed temperature rises is applied as the governing
function. Finally, after both reconstruction procedures one can get all necessary nodewise
parameters, namely the power and moderator temperatures, to calculate the core average
values. On the basis of these parameters it is easy to determine the nodewise fuel temperatures
as well. Finally, the core average moderator and fuel temperatures were determined in every
two-second states.

Additionally, it is important to emphasize that the calculated nodewise temperatures as well as
the measured ones can carry the real fluctuation in the core as well. This characteristic of the
reconstructed values gives ability to use them in noise analysis.

2. Reactivity component from static signals

The measurement of the reactivity coefficient is based on the following consideration. Let the
recorded data refer to two reactor states indicated by subscripts 1 and 2, respectively. The
measurements are carried out on a given reactor, solely the following parameters may change:
the relative power: Wrei, the position of the control rod bank: Ho, the average fuel temperature:
Tf and the average moderator temperature Tm. Assuming the two states to be stationary, we
have the following relationship between states 1 and 2:

One obtains an estimate for the MTC if the other two reactivity coefficients are known. Since
in normal operation the reactor is critical and safety requires a fair estimation of the reactivity
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associated with the control rod position, we need only the Doppler coefficient, available from
C-PORCA calculations. The reactivity uncertainty is known from the V&V process, hence we
get the MTC and its error.

The measurement is organized so that by means of changes in the technology of the secondary
circuit the in-let temperature is changed by app. 2 °C. The recorded curves are shown in Figs.
1-5.
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Fig. I. Control rod positions
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Fig. 2. Average moderator temperature
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Fig. 3. Reactivity calculated by C-PORCA
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;g. 5. Average fuel temperature calculated by C-PORCA

The two stationary states are well separated on the recordings, the evaluation is feasible. The
two stationary states are between [0,2000] data and [3600, 6000] data. (Data are read in 2 sec
intervals.) Table 1. summarizes the averages and variances for the two stationary states.

Status
1

2

W r e ,±ow

30.0326
±0.019
30.0380
±0.016

Hfi±anft
218.329
± 0
203.486
± 0

T|±aT r
530.951
±0.0029
528.547
±0.0016

T m ± o , m

281.479
± 0.0003
278.955
± 0.0003

Table 1. Averages and variances of the two stationary intervals

From Table I, we get: AH6=203.486 - 218.329=- 14.843 cm, ATf=528.547-S30.95I= - 2.404
°C, ATm=278.955-281.479=-2.524 °C. The reactivity difference is a consequence in the
equilibrium xenon concentration. Using the algorithm of the unit management,

Pxc =

from which we get

-2xlO"6x 100.433

-2x10"'f
2.070x10"'+ 6.2 x 10"' I

-2xl0"6x99.32
2.070xl0"7+6.2xl0-7xl00.433 2.070x10"'+6.2xlO"7 x99.32

= -0.000119053.
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The Doppler's coefficient from C-PORCA is:

3p/cTf= -4.37654 pcm/C.

The reactivity component associated with the rod position is

Ap=-9.02207 10"4.

Finally, the MTC is

dp

ATm

0"3- ~ 1'-5225x 10"3 + (4.37654E -5)2.404 + 0.00099705 _ _ 3 9 ]0_5

-2.524

Error estimation

The recorded data are of good quality: two really static states are distinguishable. For the error
estimation, we have to take into account that the MTC evaluation is based on averaged fuel
and moderator temperatures. The input data come partly from VERONA evaluation and C-
PORCA calculations. In the evaluation process we relied on the following assumptions:

1. The moderator temperatures are given in every assembly, at 20 axial elevations. These
values are calculated from C-PORCA from the VERONA data.

2. The fuel temperatures are given in every assembly, at 20 axial elevations. These
values are calculated from C-PORCA from the VERONA data.

3. The Doppler's coefficient is also calculated by the C-PORCA program from actual
VERONA data.

4. The reactivity change caused by rod position alterations are also calculated by the C-
PORCA program from actual VERONA data.

After the aforementioned approximation, one asks: what do the input data represent? Are they
measured quantities, as we intend to interpret them, or, rather they reflect the models in the C-
PORCA core management code? Before answering Hie above posed question, let us assess the
following features of the evaluation:

1. C-PORCA is an official, qualified and approved core management code used in core
reload calculations, and core surveillance. C-PORCA has been checked by a large
number of comparison with measurements in operational core states.

2. Every C-PORCA calculation was performed in the actual core state as the VERONA
records reflect the state.
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3. The applied method for evaluating MTC uses not momentary core states but long
range averages of such states.

Let us assess first the variance of the time averaged quantities. The error of the average value
is

where s is the variance of quantity x, N is the number of elements in the record. The variances
are given in Table I (these are only statistical errors), and N>I000. In a given reactor state,

1. the accuracy of the rod position is 2.5 cm, see Ref. []]. This error may cancel out
when subtracting two positions.

2. the accuracy of the average moderator temperature has two major components, see Ref.
[2]: statistical error and calibration error. Since calibration means an additive term,
that contribution is assumed to cancel out in the evaluation, hence

0.51
14.899

= 0.034 .

The approximately equal sign refers to multiple usage of loop (hot leg and cold leg)
temperatures, as well as the 210 exit temperatures, in the evaluation.

3. the uncertainty of the average fuel temperature is not known. C-PORCA calculates the
local fuel temperature from the following expression:

Tt =Tm+b(B)w + a(B)w2

where Tm is the local moderator temperature, w is the local power density, B is the
local burnup. Therefore

Tt-T,
<?T. = , ! C T ; +1 -1 1 a;.

The uncertainty of w=2.89%, hence we adopt

Again, taking differences between the two stationary states, most of that error may
cancel out.

Finally, in the error estimation, we used the data in Table. II.

Status
1

2

^ ( 1 6

±2.5 cm
± 2.5 cm

±CTTr
±8°C
±8"C

±a,m

± 0.034 °C
± 0.034 "C

Table II. Uncertainties of quantities used in the MTC evaluation

Using the above uncertainties, we get the following interval for the MTC:
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-42.6297 pcm/°C< ( ^ - ) < -33.6951 pcm/°C.

The MTC value calculated by C-PORCA is: -44.5 pcm/°C

3. MTC evaluation by noise analysis techniques

3.1 The method

Basic principles of the method estimating reactivity coefficients using measured fluctuation of
reactor parameters have been widely published and discussed in the past. First Thie [6]
suggested that it might be possible to acquire that parameter as the ratio of the RMS value of
the neutron and temperature fluctuation. Later this technique has been developed by many
authors [7, 8, 9], typically using the ratio of cross power spectral density (CPSD) between the
measured neutron and temperature fluctuations to the auto power spectral density (APSD) of
the temperature fluctuation. For more than a decade the method underestimated the reactivity
coefficient measured in nuclear power plants (NPP). Recently a study has been published by
Demaziere [10], who gave an explanation on the underestimation. He concluded that local
temperature measurements are not suitable for this estimation; one has to estimate the average
temperature fluctuation over the whole core. He and his coauthors used few dozens of gamma
thermometers distributed in the core to estimate the average temperature fluctuations.

Since we did not have additional temperature sensors in the core we came to the idea, that
temperatures estimated in the core at ten elevations in each fuel assembly could be also used
for such averaging. There were two questions to be answered. The first was that such
estimated temperatures could be regarded as measured values? The answer was not easy. The
estimated temperatures are based on 210 core outlet thermocouples, about a dozens of
temperature resistors positioned in the loops, 36*7 incore neutron detector readings, plus few
dozens of other signals. The VERONA system [5] handles these input parameters, filters them,
carries out verification and validation, finally produces input for C_PORCA program, which
contains the reactor model, and using that finally it estimates the temperatures and other
parameters, which are not always directly measurable. For example the model can calculate
fuel temperatures in ten elevations in each fuel assembly, which we cannot measure directly.
At the same time, it has been always well known, that fuel temperature has an effect on MTC,
and just we did not have the chance until now to take into consideration. Even Demaziere had
to disregard this effect, proving, that it may have not very strong correction in their reactors.
Meanwhile it is obvious, that using the method described above, moderator temperatures have
been calculated in many core positions that opens the way for averaging suggested by
Demaziere, without building in the core any additional sensors. The question was we repeat:
can we consider these calculated values as input for MTC estimation instead of real measured
quantities. We shall see from our results, and not only from MTC results but from other
physical considerations, that this is possible.

Sampling for VERONA core monitoring system is carried out today (for emergency case) in
every 2 seconds. Thus estimation of those values can be carried out in every two seconds as
well. This means we have sampling time of 2 seconds, sampling frequency of 0.5 Hz, thus we
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can consider physical effects, which are below 0.25Hz. Unfortunately due to sampling we
shall face problems with the sampling theorem.

Thus the idea of this MTC estimation was:
- to use calculated temperature and neutron data as sampled data with 0.5 Hz

sampling frequency
- To use calculated immeasurable parameters for correction,
- To use calculated temperature distribution for averaging suggested by

Demaziere.
This way we hope to get correct MTC estimates.

The following two estimators were applied to get MTC values:

Without fuel temperature correction

where

11
u \

dp 1 NCPSD^

APSDL

1

H X-ico

and APSD and NCPSD are the autospektrum and cross spectrum with subscripts indicating
the corresponding signals.

With fuel temperature correction

1
3 APSDK

do
B NCPSZ) i CP^D

s J

For averaging the temperature we may have different set of signals. There were temperature
signals measured directly, and others were estimated by using VERONA data by C_PORCA
code. Also their combinations were considered.

We investigated six different data sets to get a fluctuating signal, which can be considered as a
core average coolant temperature signal.

This is reflected in the following table 3.1.
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Table 3.1.
Name of average
type

T,

T2

T3

Tj

T5

Participating signals Comments
and their calculation
method
Inlet and out let loop
temperatures from all
six loops measured
by 18 thermo
resistors with high
accuracy
210 core outlet
thermocouple plus
six cold leg
temperature average

Averaging calculated
fuel assembly inlet
and outlet
temperatures of all
349 fuel assemblies,
all calculated by
C PORCAcode
using VERJONA
data set as input data.
Temperature data
participating in the
average are also all
calculated by
C_PORCA; however
not only inlet and
outlet, but ten
calculated elevations
were taken into
account.
This is the same as
the previous just 20
elevations that means
20*349 calculated
signals are averaged.
This is an average,
which is produced by
C PORCA code

This is far from core average, but this
corresponds most to American Standard or
NRC suggestion (not for noise measurement
but for definition of average inlet and outlet
temperature).

The 210 core outlet temperature would
represent the outlet temperature, while we do
not have direct measurement fro core inlet,
but we suppose that the average from cold
leg temperatures could be a good estimator
for core inlet temperature. Note that this still
follows the American standard, but have
more signals, therefore individual
fluctuations would be averaged out, which
might be an approximation of Demaziere's
suggestion! Note also that these are all
directly measured data.
This average follows still the American
standards, in the sense, that only inlet and
outlet temperatures are taken into account for
average core temperature, but we have a high
average, which eliminates local occurrences
(fluctuations), however all values
participating in average are calculated, that
means that reactor model of the code will
influence on the result.
Here we really have a core average in axial
direction as well

Even better averaging, since the more signals
the less influence of local perturbations.

In principle this is near to previous, but not
exactly
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3.2. Results

Here are few estimated spectra.

0.1 0.15
frekvencia [Hz]

Figure 3.1. APSD of averaged moderator temperature fluctuation

Both figure 3.1 and 3.2 seems to support the idea, that the estimated signals carry real
physical character. Descending character of the APSD of averaged temperature fluctuation
does not prove, but at least does not contradicts to the usual spectra of temperature
fluctuations. It is more interesting that the phase function between the coolant temperature
oscillation and fuel temperature oscillation has antiphase character. This is what one would
expect for them. This support really the idea that calculated signals can be bravely used as
inputs for parameter estimation.

Preliminary test

The first estimate for MTC using fluctuation method was taken on Unit 3 on the 120-th
effective day. The boron concentration was 5.742 g/kg, while the control rod position was
kept at 205,786 cm.

The results for both estimators of MTC and for all six methods of averaging are presented in
Table 3.1 and figure 3.3. From the table it is clear that MTC is growing with number of
signals contributing to the average. Correction for fuel effect makes the estimated MTC more
constant in frequency range. Meanwhile, it is worth to notice that coherence between neutron
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0.1 0.15
frekvencia [Hz]

Figure 3.2. The phase function on frequency between moderator and fuel temperature
fluctuations

and temperature fluctuations was relatively high (changing from 60% to 25 in the whole
frequency range (see figure 3.4). The results for all averaging method fits well to plant data
(except the T| method, which takes average only from loop temperature sensors).

Table 3.1. The results ofMTC estimation for different avera,
pcm

Estimated MTC f °C ]

T,
T,

T 3

T,
T5

T6

H,

-24,7638

-61,8862

-56,9554

-57,8708

•60,0302

-59,9639

H ;

-21,1855

-35.7987

-30,6304

-33,0307

•34,6208

-34,5437

j/'ng methods (preliminary test)
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Figure 3.4. Coherence between temperature and neutron flux fluctuation in case of
preliminary lest, show significant value.

Even more interesting is the dependence of estimated MTC on the number of nodes taken into
account when the averaged signal is compiled for noise evaluation technique. This
dependence on Fig. 3.5 clearly shows, that the estimated value grows with the number of
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"sensors", as it has been proved also by Demaziere [10], and it is approaching some saturation
level.

Radians h&mirsSklet atlagolas halasa MTC becslesto

100 120 140 160 180 200 220
Allagolasnal ligydembe kazetla kazetta hSmirtsMetek szama

Figure3.5. Dependence of Hs estimator on the number of nodes taken into account, when
estimating the average temperature fluctuation in the core

Which is the best estimate, it is rather questionable, since with growing number of nodes the
total error of the TMC estimate is also growing. Therefore we believe, that T2 or T; type
averaging might produce the best estimate for MTC, since it has approached the saturation but
the statistical error is smaller than for T5-Tf, type of averaging.

The Measurement

This measurement is the same that had been analyzed in Section 2; just here we use our noise
method. The measurement had been carried out on 228th effective day, at boron concentration
1.055 g/kg. This will be important, when we want to compare the results with previous
measurement and with measured data at the beginning of the core life. Since the measurement
was carried out with aim to test our method on data set described in Section 2 we had to take
into account that it consists from two parts and between them there was a temperature rise
about 2 °C. Since our method works only in steady state condition we had to divide the total
measurement into two parts (before and after the temperature change). Moreover,
unfortunately during the data processing we noticed that some transients were still present in
the signals. Therefore we had to examine more thoroughly and to remove part of it.
Removing these unstable parts from the two half-records we could even improve the MTC
estimation as it is reflected in Tables of results 3.2. and 3.3.
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The elevations of the control rods:

- During the first half: 218,329 cm

- During the second half: 203,485 cm.

0.1 0.15
frekvencia I Hz]

Figure 3.6. Dependence ofMTC estimators Hi and Hi measured in the first half of the
measurement

Table 3.2 Results ofMTC estimated by noise method without data cleaning

Average
type

T,

T2

T,
T4

T5

\

Estimated MTC
pern

f °C 1, first part
H,

-49,69

-100,7

-91,39

-94,06

-96,85

-96,82

H2

-49,65

-73,58

-65,68

-66,24

-69,71

-69,65

Estimated from
second part MTC

H,

-50,82

-83,75

-70,91

-80,19

-84,08

-83,88

H,

-49,65

-61,15

-52,11

-56,48

-60,98

-60,81
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Figure 3.7. MTC estimators Hi and H-> inquired from the second half of the test

It is well seen from the Fig.3.6 and 3.7 that there is a frequency range between 0.15 and 0.2
Hz, where the test gave extremely high absolute value for MTC a thorough analysis of the
time record revealed that some spike and transient as well as possible sampling theorem error
contaminated that frequency range. Therefore, we produced a corrected value of MTC
estimator, where in the frequency integral we used only MTC values from the smooth, clean
frequency range (between 0 and15 Hz range (see Table 3.3.)

Table 3.3. Result of frequency averaged MTC estimation for uncontaminatedfrequency
part

pcm

Estimated MTC f ° c 1
First part of the
signal

H,

-85,059
T:< 1-84,9386

T,
T5

\

-80,2453

-82,15

-82,1754

H3

-63,233

-64,2095

-58,3138

-60,6704

-60,6934

Second part of the
signal

H,

•72,5364

•62,5591

-65,8733

-67,7188

-67,7012

H,

-48,8082

-39,4371

-41,9838

-44,9275

-44,9196

First of all the result of estimated MTC for the two parts are rather different. The second part
agrees rather well with the result of MTC estimate from the 2nd Section. The deviation
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between the two values estimated from the first part of the record and the second part of the
record is bigger than the statistical (type A) error. Therefore we think we still have systematic
error (type B) to be eliminated in the first half of the record. Also it is not very promising, that
such systematic error is still present, which can be found only with thorough, detailed data
analysis techniques.

At the same time please do not forget, that such estimation can be done on-line during normal
operation without any disturbance to the operation procedure. We think today, that the results
of the preliminary test signal were better since there we used real stationary signals, while in
the second analysis we were too near to transients, which is not ideal for noise measurements.

3.3. Discussion

First of all, it is very important, that the method really works on measurement data inquired
on data base calculated by C_PORCA code from VERONA core monitoring system. If we
think about this it has not been quite obvious beforehand that this method should work. First
of all this MTC estimation method is based on noise method, i.e. on fluctuating part of the
selected signals. VERONA produces steady state measured values in every 2 second. These
data were feed in a core calculation code (model) and reactor parameters as neutron flux,
temperature of the fuel and that of coolant were calculated in very 2 seconds in several point
of the core as steady state values. It is not obvious, that such a time variation can be handled
as fluctuation of those parameters. Now we can state, that they really can be handled on such
a way and this is a brand new idea.

Figure 3.8 Dependence of MTC on effevticve days shows also the measure of uncertainty due
to data contamination

The estimated MTCs are close to both theoretical (core calculation) results as well as close to
the estimated value by the other (small perturbation) method presented in section 2. Moreover
comparing this value to preliminary test, both their relationship, and linear extrapolation gave
back the really measured MTC measured during the start-up period of the reactor (see fig.3.8).
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However, the same figure shows, that in some cases relatively large uncertainty (of type B)
can occur for example due to instationarities of the measured signal. This shows also the weak
point of our new method, in spite the factit is very attractive, since one could measure MTC
during the whole reactor life in every steady state condition without any disturbance to the
reactor operation.

One of the surprise was the relatively large correction by the fuel temperature coefficient,!.
This seems to contradict a little to the results of Ch. Demaziere [10], who found, this
correction to be only about 10-20% in Swedish reactor type. But this could be due to VVVER
type. At the same time we came to the same conclusion as Ch. Demaziere [10], about the role
of averaging of the temperature data in the core. Estimated MTC gradually growth in absolute
value with number of averaged temperature reading and approaches some limit value

However still this is much more than nothing, since there is no real method today, which
could be sued in practice to estimate MTC during normal operation today. The uncertainties
can be reduced somewhat in the future and this should be the task of the future efforts, since
we proved that principally it is possible to get MTC from such data set, using corresponding
corrections

4. Conclusion

We presented the results of two relatively new methods of MTC estimation carried out on
data sets from Paks Nuclear Power Plant (VVER reactor). The fact, that the estimated values
agrees within the estimated errors with plant data, gives us hope that these methods may be
used in the future to measure the MTC during the normal operation. This would be very
important achievement, since as we stated in the introduction this is an unsolved problem in
VVER reactors (and in other type of reactors as well).

However, we have to admit, that the error margins of the estimated values of TMC are still
too large. We also pointed at other weakness of the two methods, which can be summarized in
short as: we have to be very careful is data analysis, beforehand we have to carry out several
cleaning and data testing, otherwise it is very easy to arrive to systematic errors.
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